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0. Abstract 

Small data volume and data imbalance often lead to statistical failure and seriously restrict 

the accuracy of data-driven models, which has become a bottleneck problem, needing to be solved, 

in small sample modeling. The data expansion method has become the main way to solve small 

sample modeling. However, the randomness in the process of virtual sample generation and 

combination leads to many invalid data, resulting in poor consistency between the expanded data 

and the original data. For this reason, this paper proposes a virtual sample generation method 

based on acceptable area and joint probability distribution sampling (APS-VSG) to limit the 

randomness in the data expansion method, reduce the proportion of invalid data, improve data 

consistency after expansion, and improve the accuracy of the data-driven model under the 

condition of small samples. Firstly, the concept of "compact range of interaction (CRI)" was 

proposed, which further limits the domain estimation range of data to approximate the valid area 

of the data. Secondly, the prior knowledge was used to improve mega-trend-diffusion (MTD), and 

the CRI is delineated according to the trend dispersion to obtain the acceptable area of the virtual 

data. Finally, a joint probability distribution was constructed based on the true values of small 

samples in the acceptable area, and data sampling was conducted based on the probability 

distribution to generate virtual data. The experimental results of standard function datasets show 

that the virtual samples generated by the proposed method can ensure validity of more than 85%. 

The experimental results of the NASA li-ion battery dataset show that, compared with 

Interpolation, Noise, MD-MTD, GAN, and GMM-VSG methods, the error of the data-driven 

model trained with virtual data generated by the proposed method is significantly reduced. 

Compared with GAN and GMM-VSG, MSE, RMSE, MAE, and MAPE are reduced by at least 

19.3%, 10.6%, 15.4%, and 16.7%, respectively. 

Keywords: small sample; data-driven model; virtual sample generation (VSG); acceptable area; 

joint probability distribution sampling 

1. Introduction 

Machine learning is the focus in the field of artificial intelligence and pattern recognition. 

Various novel machine-learning algorithms emerge in endlessly. In the age of big data, data-driven 

machine learning algorithms have gradually become research focus, which are widely used to 

solve complex problems in scientific fields and engineering applications. However, there are still 

many fields, which cannot obtain a large amount of data due to factors, such as high experiment 

cost and long test cycle. Therefore, it is difficult to apply advanced deep learning algorithm to 

solve problems [1], such as voice print recognition [2] in multimedia field, disease diagnosis [3][4] 



and water analysis [5] in biological and medical field, product sales prediction [6] in the economic 

field and life prediction of fuel cells [7] in the industrial and military fields. In the process of using 

machine learning to deal with the above problems, there are problems such as small data volume 

and data imbalance, etc. All the above belong to small sample problems, because the sample size 

of the target object is too small to train a model that meets the accuracy requirements [8, 9]. 

For the small sample problem, scholars have carried out data-centric research. Data 

expansion is the main method used in data-centric research. It is the most direct method to deal 

with small sample problems by constructing virtual samples to increase sample size and balance 

data sets. The main ideas for constructing virtual samples are knowledge-based, disturbance-based, 

and distribution-based [10]. 

The knowledge-based idea is mainly to artificially generate virtual samples based on expert 

knowledge in the research field [11]. Xu [12] found, in the engineering problems of the 

double-cylindrical shell structure, that the signals of the double-cylindrical shell structure 

collected by sensors are often mixed with the noise from the exciter and the seawater pump. 

According to the frequency characteristics of these noises, he proposed a method, based on the 

frequency response function and Fourier transform, to highly simulate the sampling signals of the 

double-cylindrical shell structure with the noise signals of the exciter and the seawater pump. 

These simulated virtual signal used to train the model can effectively improve the noise 

recognition rate of the model for the double cylindrical shell structure. The threshold for creating 

virtual samples based on knowledge is very high, which requires rich expert knowledge and 

experience, and is difficult for nonprofessional personnel to use. In various methods of 

constructing virtual samples based on the idea of disturbance, Chris M. Bishop [13] found that a 

model with higher generalization performance was obtained by adding a certain amount of noise 

to the input data and inputting it into the neural network for training. Guozhong An [14] further 

confirmed that adding noise to input samples can effectively improve the generalization 

performance of classification and regression problems. Wang [15] added disturbance based on 

training samples to obtain new virtual samples and used these virtual samples to make the model 

have a better recognition rate. The idea based on distribution is mainly to determine the range and 

probability of virtual sample generation according to the domain distribution of small sample data 

[16-26]. Der Chiang Li [16] proposed mega-trend-diffusion (MTD), which uses a common 

diffusion function to spread a group of data and determine the possible coverage of the data set 

based on group consideration to generate reasonable virtual data. Chongfu Huang [17] and Der 

Chiang Li [18] [19] used information diffusion, MTD, and other methods to turn a clear value 

sample point into a fuzzy set, turning a small number of single value sample points into a large 

number of set-valued sample points. This method can make the generated virtual samples have 

more information. Zhu Bao [20] [21] proposed multi-distribution mega-trend-diffusion (MD-MTD) 

to generate virtual samples, in which uniform distribution and triangular distribution are added to 

describe the characteristics of small sample data. Compared with MTD, the virtual samples 



generated by MD-MTD are more realistic. Ling Li [23] proposed a Gaussian mixture model-based 

virtual sample generation (GMM-VSG) method to generate virtual samples under multiple 

working conditions. Der-Chiang Li [24] proposed a genetic algorithm-based virtual sample 

generation (GABVSG), which generated more valid virtual samples by considering the overall 

integrated effects of the attributes. Qun Xiong Zhu [25] proposed a VSG method based on singular 

value decomposition (SVD) feature decomposition and gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) 

prediction model. Yan Lin He [26] generated virtual samples by using the proposed t-SNE-based 

virtual sample generation (t-SNE-VSG). SVD-VSG and t-SNE-VSG both use the distribution of 

the original data as a reference to generate virtual samples, which is difficult to use for small 

sample data with unknown distribution. In addition, Der Chiang Li [27] proposed a nonlinear 

virtual sample generation technology based on a hypersphere parameter equation in combination 

with group discovery technology, which can effectively improve the learning accuracy of the 

model. He also used the interval kernel density estimator to generate more similar virtual samples, 

overcoming the problem of learning difficulties when data is insufficient [28]. Chen Zhongsheng 

[29] proposed a new virtual sample generation method QRCGAN, which embedded quantile 

regression into a conditional generation countermeasure network. Yan LinHe [30] proposed a 

novel virtual sample generation method embedding a deep neural network as a regression into 

conditional Wasserstein generative adversarial networks with gradient penalty (rCWGAN). 

Embedding networks can improve the validity of virtual samples to some extent, but it takes a 

long time and is expensive to calculate. 

Comparing virtual data generated by different methods, knowledge-based virtual samples are 

limited by the accuracy and diversity of expert knowledge, obtained in the research field. Manual 

sample production is expensive and time-consuming, which is difficult to apply to most scenarios. 

Disturbance-based virtual samples mainly expand the boundary area of small samples by adding 

disturbances to improve the generalization of the model. However, there is no unified answer to 

how much disturbance is appropriate for different problems, which needs to be determined 

through a large number of experiments. For this reason, we proposed an improved acceptable area 

estimation method in this paper. This method delimited a more compact range of interaction (CRI) 

of multi variable within the theoretical upper limit and lower limit of each variable which is called 

the wide range of permissible (WRP) to ensure that the generated multidimensional data is 

acceptable in this area. This method can avoid the problem that the generated virtual samples 

deviate from the real samples too much. The basis for creating virtual samples based on 

distribution is statistics, but there is still doubt whether the conclusions obtained by using statistics 

for small samples that do not meet the large sample theorem can express the properties of large 

samples. For this reason, this paper reduced statistical methods for estimating data distribution 

through small samples and artificially constructed a probability distribution function with 

universality to describe the distribution of data according to small samples in the acceptable area, 

from which the problem that the sample size is too small to accurately estimate the sample 



distribution was solved. 

A large number of scholars have found that in the process of generating multidimensional 

virtual data, the method of first generating single-dimensional virtual data and then reconstructing 

high-dimensional data often makes combination errors, resulting in a large number of invalid 

virtual samples [31]. This part of invalid virtual samples will greatly reduce the accuracy of the 

model and it is difficult to build an appropriate screening mechanism to screen out invalid data. 

For this reason, this paper analyzes the probability distribution between multiple variables and 

target variables and then determines the joint distribution between multiple variables by target 

variables to solve the problem of data combination. The long-standing problem with virtual 

samples is that it is difficult to consider both validity and robustness. In this paper, edge virtual 

samples were added during sampling to explore the edge information inconsistent with small 

samples to improve the robustness of virtual samples in the data-driven model. 

The main contributions of this paper are shown as the following: 

(1) A virtual sample generation method, based on CRI and joint probability distribution 

sampling, was proposed in this paper. This method can expand the data for small samples with 

unknown data characteristics, limit the randomness in the process of virtual sample generation, 

and greatly improve the validity of virtual samples; 

(2) An estimation method of acceptable area was proposed, which uses prior knowledge to 

improve MTD and estimates CRI according to trend dispersion to comprehensively estimate the 

generation space of virtual samples, to provide a guarantee for generating high-quality virtual 

samples; 

(3) The conditional distribution of each variable under specific conditions was constructed to 

ensure a high sampling probability near the real sample and increase the overall sampling 

probability in the acceptable area to include part of the edge virtual samples to improve the 

robustness; 

(4) Joint probability sampling was used to generate high-dimensional data as a whole to 

avoid the problem of data combination. 

The rest organization of this paper is shown: In section 2, the basic theory of this paper is 

introduced. In section 3, the proposed method is described in detail. In section 4, the experimental 

verification is finished. In section 5, the conclusions are drawn. 

2. Basic theory 

In this section, the idea source and basic theory of the method in this paper is briefly 

introduced, including MTD, confidence interval, and sampling methods. 

2.1 Mega-trend-diffusion 

MTD [16] was proposed by Der Chiang Li to determine the data coverage, which uses a 

common diffusion function to spread a group of data and determine the possible coverage of the 

data set based on group consideration. Zhu added uniform distribution and triangular distribution 

to describe the characteristics of small samples. The new method was called MD-MTD. The core 



idea of MTD and MD-MTD is to determine the floating range of data according to the number and 

distribution density of data. Fig. 1 shows that the extrapolation boundary of virtual samples was 

estimated based on small samples under the triangular diffusion function. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of MTD 

For a given small sample set  1 2, ,..., nX x x x , the extrapolation formulas of MTD are as 

follows: 
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where, min  and max  are the minimum and maximum values in a small sample set, Ln  and

Un  are the number of samples in [min, ]CL  and [ ,max]CL  in a small sample set. 

It is meaningful to use the MTD to estimate the acceptable area of data, and also effective to 

generate one-dimensional virtual data according to the extension field. However, it will cause a 

combination error if aligning multi-dimensional data after generating each one-dimensional virtual 

data. Especially, when there is a large distribution difference between each one-dimensional data, 

most of the virtual data generated is even invalid. For this reason, this paper optimizes MTD based 

on prior knowledge, proposes CRI to limit the excessive acceptable area, and uses joint probability 

sampling to avoid combination error. 

2.2 Confidence interval 

Confidence interval is a common interval estimation method. It is an estimation interval of 

population parameters constructed by sample statistics, with upper and lower confidence limits of 

statistics as upper and lower bounds respectively. It refers to the range where the true value 

appears with the measured value as the center under a certain confidence, which is the probability 

that the true value will occur within a certain range. The real data are often not known, and we can 

only estimate. For example, in[ , ]a b , the probability that the real value appears between a  and 

b  is 95% (there is also a 5% probability that it appears outside this interval). The smaller the 

interval is, the lower the confidence is, and the higher the accuracy is. The 95% confidence level is 

general. [32] [33] 



In regression analysis, confidence intervals are usually used to judge the reliability of data 

and increase the robustness of the analysis. This paper uses this idea for reference and sets a 

certain confidence level to expand the range of small samples according to the data distribution 

statistical chart of small samples, which is regarded as one of the criteria for defining the 

acceptable area. 

2.3 Sampling 

2.3.1 Stratified sampling 

Hierarchical sampling is a method of randomly selecting samples from different layers 

according to the specified proportion of a sample population that can be divided into multiple 

layers. The advantage of this method is that the sample is representative and the sampling error is 

small. For data X , if n  samples were obtained by stratified sampling, it is divided into k  

layers according to certain rules, then n
k

 samples are sampled from each layer, and finally, all 

samples are integrated. 

2.3.2 Acceptance-Rejection Sampling 

Acceptance-Rejection Sampling (ARS) is a basic technique used to generate observations 

from distributions, and it is a Monte Carlo method. The specific operations of ARS are as follows: 

Set a constant k  and a function ( )q x  for convenient sampling which makes the known 

distribution ( )p x  always below ( )kq x . The symbol of 0z is sampled from ( )q x  and 0u  is 

sampled from a uniform distribution 0(0, ( ))kq z . If 0u  falls above ( )p x , reject this sampling, 

otherwise accept this sampling. Repeat the above process to obtain  1 2, ,..., nx x x  close to 

distribution ( )p x . 

In the case of high-dimensional, there are two problems in ARS. First, it is difficult to obtain 

the general form of multidimensional distribution when there is only conditional distribution

1( | )p x y , 2( | )p x y , … , ( | )np x y . The second is that it is difficult to find a suitable 

distribution ( )q x . 

3. Proposed method 

In this section, the methods proposed in this paper will be described in detail. The object of 

this algorithm is ( )m nX   and (1 )nY  . When the target object is (( 1) )m nZ   , try to divide a vector with 

a strong correlation with other vectors by correlation analysis, and take this vector as (1 )nY  , the 

remaining m-dimensional vector is taken as ( )m nX  . In this paper, we first use prior knowledge 

and trend dispersion to delineate a more reasonable acceptable area where generating virtual 

samples can greatly improve the validity of virtual samples. Then, two-stage sampling is 

conducted on the joint distribution constructed in this paper to obtain virtual samples, to ensure 

that a large amount of valid virtual samples is generated, and a certain number of edge virtual 

samples can also be generated to improve the robustness. 
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3.1 Algorithm framework 

Different from MTD, the proposed method estimates not only the domain range of small 

samples but also the compact range of interaction (CRI) between multiple variables to limit the 

acceptable area of data. To avoid the problem of data combination and generate high-dimensional 

data as a whole, the proposed method constructs the conditional distribution of each variable and 

multidimensional probability distribution according to the true value of small sample, which 

provides technical support for the generation of virtual data. The algorithm framework is shown in 

Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The algorithm framework 

3.2 Acceptable area construction based on a priori knowledge and trend dispersion 

All virtual sample generation methods need to estimate the distribution range of data before 

generating virtual data. In this paper, this range is referred to as the acceptable area. This paper 

proposed an estimation method of acceptable area. Firstly, the upper and lower limits of each 

variable are determined according to prior knowledge, and a large acceptable area of data is 

determined according to the upper and lower limits of each variable. This large acceptable area of 

data is referred to as the wide range of permissible (WRP). Then, determine the trend of each X  

andY , and fit the distribution curve according to the distribution histogram of small samples in 

the data trend direction. Take the 99% or 100% confidence interval of the distribution curve as 

CRI. Finally, final the acceptable area will be obtained by using CRI to limit this large acceptable 



area. Therefore, an acceptable area Q  is the intersection of WRP Q  and CRI Q . 

 Q Q Q     (5) 

3.2.1 Estimation method of WRP 

In practical application, the measured values collected have practical meanings. Generally, 

these measured values have critical values, which are objective limitations and are usually 

determined by physical factors such as material and shape. Especially for some products produced 

by assembly lines, each parameter has a rated working range and a maximum fluctuation range. In 

this paper, the interval bounded by the theoretical upper limit and lower limit is called the wide 

range of permissible (WRP), which is the large acceptable area mentioned above. When the 

theoretical upper limit maxZp  and lower limit minZp  of data is obtained through prior 

knowledge, WRP 
Zp

Q  can be directly obtained. 

 min max[ , ]
Zp

Q Zp Zp    (6) 

where min maxmin( ) max( )Zp Zp Zp Zp   . 

When one of the theoretical upper and lower limits of data can be obtained through prior 

knowledge, this paper improves the MD-MTD algorithm to estimate WRP by incorporating prior 

knowledge. 
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Fig. 3. The estimation method for WRP 

As shown in Fig. 3, is a diagram of the estimation method for WRP, where, 
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 [ ] 1A CL    (8) 

For the case that only the theoretical lower limit minZp  of pZ  is known, but the 

theoretical upper limit maxZp  is not known, calculate [min( )]A Zp  according to minZp . 
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 [max( )] 1 [min( )]A Zp A Zp    (10) 

According to [max( )] 1 [min( )]A Zp A Zp   and the principle of an equal proportion 

distribution: 
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Calculate maxZp by the following ormula. 
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Similarly, when only the theoretical upper limit maxZp  of pZ  is known but the theoretical 

lower limit minZp is not known. 
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3.2.2 Estimation method of CRI 

It is useful that MTD generates virtual samples (1 )' NX   on the estimated acceptable area of 

(1 )nX   and uses the hyperplane to give the corresponding (1 )' NY  . When the dimension of X  

increases, many of ( )m nX   obtained by data combinations after the expansion of 

(1 ) (1 ) (1 )1 , 2 , ,n n nX X Xm    will deviate from the real samples. The reason is that there may be 

some correlation factor between (1 ) (1 ) (1 )1 , 2 , ,n n nX X Xm   , which makes (1 )1 nX   change 

with the change of (1 )2 nX  . This change in coupling can greatly narrow the acceptable area of 

multivariate data. Therefore, this paper further reduces the acceptable area by estimating the area 

of such influence. This paper will refer to this area as a compact range of interaction (CRI). 

As is known to all, in the feature selection of the neural network model, input features with a 

strong correlation with output features will be selected. Based on this, this paper analyzes the 

relationship between each input feature (1 )nX   and output feature (1 )nY  , and uses this 

relationship to construct the CRI of (1 ) (1 )n nX Y  , to clarify the (1 ) (1 ) (1 )1 , 2 , ,n n nX X Xm    

range corresponding to (1 )nY  , to limit the acceptable area of the input feature and prevent the 

phenomenon of combination error. 

Firstly, (1 ) (1 ) (1 )1 , 2 , ,n n nX X Xm    is extracted from X  in order, and takes vector 

*

(1 ) ( [1, ] )nXp p m p Z  且  and vector (1 )nY   to form ( 2)nXpY  . You take the rows of 

( 2)nXpY   minus (1 2)
XpY

  which is the mean of the columns of ( 2)nXpY   to get ( 2)XpY n  . 

 ( 2) ( 2) (1 2)XpY n nXpY XpY   
    (14) 

Then, calculate the positive operator (2 2)XpYC   and one of its largest eigenvectors (2 1)XpYV  . 

 (2 2) (2 ) ( 2) /
XpY

T

XpY n XpY nC n       (15) 

Finally, calculate the maximum (2 1)max( )XpYV   and minimum (2 1)min( )XpYV   of 

( ) (2 1)XpY XpY XpYV  , then (2 2)XpYO   is: 



 
(2 2) (2 1) (2 1) (1 2) (2 1)(2 1)

[max( ),min( )] *
T

XpY XpY XpY XpYO XpY V V V      
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where  is 1.05. 

In the direction of (2 2)XpYO  , the distribution curve is fitted according to the distribution 

histogram of small samples, and the 99% or 100% confidence interval of the distribution curve is 

taken as the CRI [ , ]
XpY XpY XpY

Q Q Buttom Q Top   . 
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Fig. 4. The estimation method for CRI 

3.3 Joint probability distribution sampling 

Tested by the author, it will cause a combination error if aligning multi-dimensional data after 

generating each one-dimensional virtual data. Especially when there is a large distribution 

difference between each one-dimensional data, most of the virtual data generated is even invalid. 

To solve this problem, this paper constructed the artificial multi-variable joint distribution based 

on the acceptable area, to simultaneously generate 1, 2, ,X X Xm  as a whole to avoid 

combination error. 

3.3.1 Artificial joint probability distribution 

In small-sample modeling, virtual samples combined with small sample sets are used for 

model training. The basic reason why the accuracy is not improved or decreased is the low quality 

of the data. To improve the data quality, it is necessary to start from the data validity and generate 

virtual samples conforming to the characteristics of small samples. Secondly, to improve the fault 

tolerance ability of the model, it is necessary to generate a small amount of differentiated virtual 

samples to improve the robustness. 

To make the generated virtual data conform to the characteristics of small samples, the 

conditional probability distribution ( | )P Xp y k  of 
*( [1, ] )Xp p m p Z 且  is constructed 

for each value k  in Y  in the acceptable area XpYQ , and then the conditional probability 

distribution ( | )P Xp l  corresponding to the value l  in the middle of adjacent k  values is 

calculated. Finally, ( 1 2 | )P X X Xm y  is calculated according to the conditional probability 

distribution ( | )P Xp y  of Y  and 1, 2, ,X X Xm , and the joint distribution ( | )P X Y  is 

obtained by integration. Fig. 5 shows the diagram of the process of constructing a joint probability 

distribution. 
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Fig. 5. The process of constructing a joint probability distribution 

where 
*( [1, ] )Xp p m p Z 且  corresponds to the conditional probability distribution of 

each value of k , ( | )P Xp k  is constructed as follows: 

Firstly, determine whether there is the same y  in Y , denoting the number of different 

values k  in Y  as kn , kn n , then 

 1 2[ , , , ] 1j n kk y y y and j n     (17) 

Assume that sample i  is [ 1 , 2 , , ]i i i iX x x xm , [ ]iY y , i jy k , and construct the 

probability distribution of 1 , 2 , ,i i ix x xm  when i jy k  respectively. Take ( 1 , )i ix y  as an 

example, first determine the acceptable range 1 1[ , ]X Y X YQ Buttom Q Top  of 1X  when i jy k , 

then calculate the standard deviation i  of the normal distribution to be constructed. 

 1 1

1

1
min(| 1 |,| 1 |)

3

n

X Y i i X Y

i

Q Top x x Q Buttom
n




     (18) 

The normal distribution constructed according to sample truth value ( 1 , )i ix y  and 

acceptable area boundary 1 1[ , ]X Y X YQ Buttom Q Top  is 
2( 1 , )iN x  , When the same k  value 

corresponds to multiple sample truth values, a normal distribution 
2

2( )( 1 , )
ji y kN x   is 

constructed for each sample truth value. To include part of the edge virtual samples to improve the 

robustness, a uniform distribution is superimposed based on normal distribution. So when jy k , 

 
2 2

2 1 11 ( 1 , ) ( 1 , ) ( , )i i X Y X YX N x N x U Q Buttom Q Top      (19) 

From this, the conditional probability distribution ( 1| )jP X y k  is obtained, and by 

analogy, ( 2 | )jP X y k , ( | )jP Xm y k  is obtained. Similarly, the conditional probability 

distribution ( | )P Xp k  of
*( [1, ] )Xp p m p Z 且 , corresponding to different k  values, can 

be obtained. 

The discrete probability distribution is difficult to describe the probability distribution of 

continuous variables. Therefore, the conditional probability distribution ( | )P Xp l  

corresponding to the value l  in the middle vacancy of adjacent k  values should be calculated, 

where l Y  and [ , ]
Y Y

l Q Buttom Q Top  . The more number l  is calculated, the denser the 

distribution, and the smoother the transition. 

Then, the joint probability distribution ( | )P X y  is constructed. 

 
( | ( ))= ( 1 2 | ( ))

( 1| ( )) ( 2 | ( )) ( | ( ))

P X y k l P X X Xm y k l

P X y k l P X y k l P Xm y k l

 

      
  (20) 

Finally, the joint probability distribution ( | )P X y  of all values in [ , ]Y YQ Buttom Q Top  

is integrated to get the final joint probability distribution ( | )P X Y . 



3.3.2 Two-stage sampling 

Since all the methods used above construct the joint probability distribution of 

1, 2, ,X X Xm  on the premise of determining the value of y . Therefore, it is necessary to take 

N  samples from [ , ]Y YQ Buttom Q Top  to get (1 )' NY  , and then sample 1', 2', , 'X X Xm  

from the constructed artificial joint probability distribution according to each value in (1 )' NY  , 

and finally get the virtual sample set ( )m ND  . 

Stage 1: Latin hypercube sampling from [ , ]Y YQ Buttom Q Top  

Divide [ , ]Y YQ Buttom Q Top  into /10N  intervals, and sampling was conducted based on 

the uniform distribution in each interval. The sampling results are integrated into (1 )' NY  . 

 1 2' [ ' , ' , , ' ]NY y y y   (21) 

Stage 2: ARS according to each y  in (1 )' NY   based on the joint probability distribution 

constructed in the previous section 

Step 1: Pick 'y  from (1 )' NY   and find the corresponding ( | ')P X y y ; 

Step 2: ( 1)' mXp   is randomly generated based on uniform distribution on ( ')( , )X y yQ P ; 

Step 3: Judge whether the point is in ( | ')P X y y . If so, accept it; if not, reject it, and 

return to Step 2. 

When every ( 1)' mXp  , corresponding to y , is obtained, 'X  can be integrated. 
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Finally, a virtual sample set D  is obtained. 
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The process of ARS is equivalent to using the CRI and distribution of real samples as a filter 

to remove invalid samples from the virtual samples obtained by the WRP. 

3.4 Algorithm description 

In summary, the structure and details of the algorithm in this paper are expanded, and then 

the pseudo-code of the algorithm is given. 

Algorithm: APS-VSG 

Input: Small samples ( ) (1 ),m n nX Y   

Output: Virtual samples: ( ) (1 )' , 'm N NX Y   

1: for each (1 )nXp   of ( )m nX   and (1 )nY   do 

2:  Set 
Zp

Q  according to a priori knowledge 

3: end for 



4: for each (1 )nXp   of ( )m nX   do 

5:  Calculate (2 2)XpYO   for (2 ) (1 ) (1 )[ ; ]n n nXpY Xp Y     

6:  Set 
XpY

Q  according to (2 2)XpYO  and confidence interval  

7: end for 

8: Q Q Q    

9: for each (2 )nXpY   do 

10:  Set ( | )P Xp Y  according to (2 1)iXpY  and XpYQ  

11: end for 

12: ( | ) ( 1| ) ( 2 | ) ( | )P X Y P X Y P X Y P Xm Y     

13: Get 1 2 (1 )' [ ' , ' , , ' ]N NY y y y   by Latin Hypercube Sampling on YQ  

14: for each ' jy  of (1 )' NY   do 

15:  Get ( 1)[ 1' ; 2 ' ; ; ' ]j j j mx x xm   by Sampling on XQ  according to ( | )P X Y  

16: end for 

17: 

1 2

1 2
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N

N

N m N

x x x
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18: Get a virtual sample set ( ) ( ){ ' , ' }m N m ND X Y   

4. Experiments 

The method presented in this paper was tested on three standard functions and NASA lithium 

battery data sets to analyze the validity of the acceptable area and the virtual samples. Compared 

with five other methods, including Interpolation, Noise, MTD, GAN and GMM-VSG, the 

advantages and disadvantages of the proposed method are discussed in the experimental analysis. 

4.1 Datasets 

4.1.1 Standard function datasets 

The three artificial standard function datasets used in the experiment have different data 

characteristics. The first standard function is a classical linear model, called Linear. The second 

standard function is a classical nonlinear model called Nonlinear. The third standard function is 

the model with sinusoidal oscillation, called Oscillation. The three models have three inputs and 

one output and contain a certain amount of noise to simulate the data collected in the real 

environment. The applicability of the proposed method to various types of data can be explored 

and the factors that affect the performance of the method can be analyzed by testing on different 

standard function datasets. Evenly take 2000 samples from the standard function as the real 

sample set, and take 50 samples from the real sample set as the small sample set. 

Table 1 Definition of standard function 

Dataset Standard function 
Define interval 

1x  2x  3x  y  



Linear 1 2 3

3

x x x
y 

 
   [1,5] [1,10] [1,20] [0.5,12.5] 

Nonlinear 
2 3

1 2 3

1 1 2
-

3 6 3
y x x x     [1,5] [1,10] [1,20] [-2,160] 

Oscillation 1 2 3

1 2 1
sin( ) sin( )

3 3 3
y x x x       [1.7,4.3] [1.7,9.3] [1.7,19.3] [0,7] 

4.1.2 NASA li-ion battery dataset 

The ultimate purpose of generating virtual samples is to use the right amount of data to train a 

data-driven model that meets the target performance. Therefore, to verify the validity of the 

method proposed in this paper, from the performance degradation data of NASA li-ion battery [34], 

data of two batteries of the same model were selected to build a real sample set with five inputs 

and one output, and take 34 samples from the real sample set as the small sample set. 

Table 2 NASA Li-ion Battery Dataset (Real sample set) 

Data source Feature Meaning Length Remarks 

B0005 

B0007 

F1 
Time for the voltage to rise to 4.2V during the 

constant current charging process 

326 

the theoretical 

upper limit of 

the capacity of 

the battery is 

2Ahr  

F2 
Time for the current to drop to 20mA during the 

constant voltage charging process 

F3 
Time for the voltage to drop to 2.7V during the 

constant current discharge process 

F4 Total time spent in the discharge process 

F5 
The average temperature during the discharge 

process 

Capacity Capacity of battery 

4.2 Evaluation 

4.2.1 Evaluation of Acceptable area 

Compare the degree of overlap between the acceptable area and the valid area. If the 

acceptable area overlaps highly with the valid area, the valid coverage level is high. If the 

acceptable area does not completely cover the valid area and contains lots of invalid areas, the 

valid coverage level is low. ca , cv , and v  are used to evaluate the acceptable area. ca is the 

ratio of the valid area covered by the acceptable area to the acceptable area cv  is the ratio of the 

valid area covered by the acceptable area to the total valid area v  is the ratio of the valid area 

covered by the acceptable area to the total space of the valid area and acceptable area. The 

expressions are as follows: 

 100%va
ca

a

V

V
     (24) 

 100%va
cv

v

V

V
     (25) 



 100%va
v

a v va

V

V V V
  

 
  (26) 

Where, vaV  is the size of the valid area within the acceptable area, aV  is the size of the 

acceptable area, vV  is the size of the valid area. 

4.2.2 Direct evaluation of virtual sample 

It is judged whether the generated virtual samples are in the valid area, if yes, they are 

considered as valid virtual samples, if not, they are considered as invalid virtual samples. Count 

the number of valid virtual samples and the number of invalid virtual samples. The ratio of the 

number of valid virtual samples to the total number of virtual samples, v , is used to evaluate the 

validity of the virtual samples. The expression of v  is as follows: 

 
v

v

v i

n

n n
 


  (27) 

Where, vn  is the number of valid virtual samples, in  is the number of invalid virtual samples. 

4.2.3 Indirect evaluation of virtual sample 

In this paper, we use different virtual sample generation methods to obtain the same number 

of virtual samples, integrate the virtual samples with small samples as the training set of the neural 

network model, and evaluate the virtual samples by the prediction results of the model. The 

evaluation criteria used are MAE, MSE, RMSE, and MAPE. MAE is the average of absolute 

errors, which can better reflect the actual situation of prediction value errors. MSE is the 

summation average of the square of the difference between the true and predicted values, and 

RMSE is the root of the MSE. MSE and RMSE are used to detect the deviation between the 

predicted and true values of the model. MAPE is the mean of the absolute percentage error 

between the predicted and actual values. The four evaluation criteria are described as follows: 
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4.3 Results and Analysis 

4.3.1 Experiment on the standard function datasets 

The method proposed in this paper is used to estimate the acceptable area and generate 200 

virtual samples through the small sample set of standard functions to evaluate the validity of the 

acceptable area and the validity of the virtual samples. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 

6, 7 and 8. 
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Fig. 7. Experimental results of Nonlinear 
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Fig. 8. Experimental results of Oscillation 

Table 3 Evaluation of the acceptable area 

Dataset Acceptable area 
Evaluation criteria 

ca  ncv  v  

Linear 

1x yQ   0.9962 0.9623 0.9588 

2x yQ    0.9666 0.9062 0.8787 

3x yQ    0.9980 0.8653 0.8638 

Nonlinear 

1x yQ   0.9427 0.8586 0.8160 

2x yQ    0.1548 0.9797 0.1543 

3x yQ    0.6742 0.9609 0.6562 

Oscillation 

1x yQ   0.7502 0.9945 0.7471 

2x yQ    0.4104 0.9731 0.4058 

3x yQ    0.5392 0.9760 0.5321 

Table 4 Direct evaluation of virtual samples 

Dataset 
Evaluation criteria 

vn  in  v  

Linear 286 14 95.33% 

Nonlinear 258 42 86.00% 

Oscillation 281 19 93.67% 

Linear is the classical linear model, which can be perfectly described by linearity. However, 

the data trends determined based on the small sample set differ slightly from the real sample 

trends. There is an overall tilt in the acceptable area, which leads to the loss of part of the valid 

area and the inclusion of part of the invalid area. This leads to the subsequent generation of 

partially invalid data. The virtual samples generated by APS-VSG mainly surround small samples, 

which avoids invalid virtual data from being generated in large quantities in sparse areas. 

Nonlinear is the classical nonlinear model, which is difficult to describe by linearity. Therefore, 



the acceptable area is perceptible as too large. Although the acceptable area includes nearly all of 

the valid areas, most of them are invalid. In particular, the invalid area is as much as 6 times more 

than the valid area within the acceptable area of 2X  and Y , which greatly increases the 

difficulty of generating valid virtual samples. However, most of the virtual data generated by 

APS-VSG surrounds small samples, which greatly improves the validity of virtual samples, 

because of its sampling based on the distribution of small samples. Oscillation is a model with 

sinusoidal oscillations and is one of the most complex models. And the general VSG method tends 

to have huge problems with this type of model. Due to the presence of sinusoidal oscillations, the 

acceptable area inevitably includes invalid area of peaks and valleys, which results in the invalid 

area that accounts for almost half of the acceptable area. However, the acceptable area obtained by 

APS-VSG includes almost all the valid area. APS-VSG generates a large number of valid virtual 

samples around sinusoidal oscillations by its property of sampling based on small samples. 

Although the superimposed uniform distribution-based sampling leads to a small amount of virtual 

samples out of the valid area. 

From the final evaluation results of the experiment, metric ca  is not satisfactory. Using 

ca  as a criterion to evaluate the acceptable area, the best is Linear, followed by Oscillation, and 

finally Nonlinear. However, it cannot be ignored that cv of the acceptable area are high enough 

to include as many valid areas as possible, which provides strong support for the subsequent 

sampling. Therefore, it is not feasible to blindly pursue ca  while ignoring cv . Using cv  as a 

criterion to evaluate the acceptable area, the best is Oscillation, followed by Linear, and finally 

Nonlinear. The results of the follow-up the direct evaluation of virtual samples also illustrate 

exactly this. 

In summary, the results of virtual data evaluation on three standard function datasets show 

that APS-VSG can guarantee the high validity of the virtual samples. This proves that the method 

proposed in this paper can improve the quality of data. 

4.3.2 Experiment on NASA Li-ion battery dataset 

Generate 50 virtual samples based on the constructed NASA li-ion battery small sample set, 

and train BP neural networks by small sample sets, real sample sets and virtual samples generated 

by the six methods to verify whether the virtual samples generated by various methods can 

effectively improve the accuracy of the model. A 3-layer BP neural network model with the 

structure of 5-10-1, 1000 iterations, a learning rate of 10-3, a momentum factor of 0.9, and a target 

error of 4 × 10-3 is constructed. The training data is the set of small samples and virtual samples, 

and the test data is Real samples. The average prediction results and errors of multiple runs are 

shown in Fig. 9. The performance criteria of the model are shown in Table 5. 
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Fig. 9. Prediction results and errors of the BP model trained with different training data 

Table 5 Performance criteria of the BP model trained with different training data 

Virtual Data Sources MSE RMSE MAE MAPE 

Small samples 8.29×10-4 2.88×10-2 2.09×10-2 1.30×10-2 

Interpolation 1.96×10-4 1.40×10-2 0.91×10-2 0.56×10-2 

Noise 3.60×10-4 1.89×10-2 1.49×10-2 0.93×10-2 

MD-MTD 3.72×10-4 1.93×10-2 1.25×10-2 0.75×10-2 

GAN 2.40×10-4 1.54×10-2 1.05×10-2 0.66×10-2 

GMM-VSG 2.02×10-4 1.42×10-2 1.04×10-2 0.66×10-2 

APS-VSG 1.63×10-4 1.27×10-2 0.88×10-2 0.55×10-2 

Real samples 1.02×10-4 1.01×10-2 0.69×10-2 0.43×10-2 

Data expansion algorithms have their own advantages and disadvantages, but they can 

improve the accuracy of the model under small sample conditions to a certain extent by analyzing 

the result of the BP model trained with virtual samples generated by five methods. Through 

quantitative analysis of experimental results, it can be found that the accuracy of the model trained 

by the proposed method in this paper is improved more compared with the data-driven model 

under small sample condition. MSE, RMSE, MAE, and MAPE are decreased by 80.3%, 55.9%, 

57.9%, and 57.7%, respectively. Compared with Noise and MD-MTD, MSE, RMSE, MAE, and 

MAPE are decreased by at least 54.7%, 32.8%, 29.6%, and 26.7%, respectively. Compared with 

GAN and GMM-VSG, MSE, RMSE, MAE, and MAPE are decreased by at least 19.3%, 10.6%, 

15.4%, and 16.7%, respectively. 

The error criteria of Interpolation and APS-VSG are very close. However, Interpolation has a 

fatal flaw in that the BP model trained with virtual samples generated by Interpolation has 

difficulty in accurately predicting the interval during which some of the battery capacity picks up. 

The underlying reason is that the virtual samples generated by Interpolation are basically linear, 

and when the small sample set is not able to characterize the capacity rebound process, then the 

virtual data generated by Interpolation also does not have the battery capacity rebound property. 

Both Noise and MD-MTD have relatively high error criteria. The higher deviation of the result of 



the BP model trained with virtual samples generated by MD-MTD proves that there are more 

singular values with large or small values in the prediction results of MD-MTD. If the invalid 

virtual samples generated by MD-MTD can be further sieved, the accuracy of the model can be 

greatly improved. In theory, GAN can generate virtual samples that are infinitely close to small 

sample sets through continuous training. However, due to the small number of samples, the 

generated virtual samples cannot completely reproduce the real samples in a large number of tests, 

which leads to an unbreakable bottleneck in the model trained with virtual samples generated by 

GAN. Due to the stable performance of the Gaussian model, GMM-VSG performs much better 

than Noise and MD-MTD. However, in localized areas, excessive deviations lead to a slight 

decrease in the overall performance of the result of the BP model trained with virtual samples 

generated by GMM-VSG. In many areas where small samples are not well characterized, 

APS-VSG, like other methods, suffers from large biases. Relatively speaking, APS-VSG delivers 

excellent performance. The reason is that most of the virtual samples generated by APS-VSG are 

valid and retain the distribution characteristics of the small sample set well, and the BP model 

trained with these virtual samples can make accurate predictions for both batteries. Benefiting 

from both the limits of the acceptable area and the probability distribution based on small samples, 

the resulting virtual samples are both highly valid and robust. 

In summary, the small sample modeling test results on NASA li-ion battery dataset show that 

APS-VSG can improve the accuracy of the data-driven model, and the method proposed in this 

paper is progressiveness compared with other methods. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a virtual sample generation method based on acceptable area and joint 

probability distribution sampling (APS-VSG) for the expansion of small samples. Break the 

bottleneck of low validity of MTD in generating high-dimensional virtual samples. The proposed 

CRI estimation method and the improved acceptable area estimation method are used to limit the 

acceptable area of data generation and improve the validity of virtual samples. This paper 

constructs the reasonable joint probability distribution to ensure a high sampling probability near 

real samples and increase the overall sampling probability in the acceptable area to include part of 

the edge virtual samples to improve the robustness. This paper uses two-stage sampling to 

generate high-dimensional data as a whole to avoid the problem of data combination. Experiments 

on standard function datasets and NASA li-ion battery datasets show that APS-VSG can improve 

the quality of data and the accuracy of data-driven models and has better performance than 

MD-MTD, GAN and GMM-VSG. 
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